The stochastic root-finding problem is to find the root of the equation g(z) = y , where g(z) can be estimated. There are many applications, including continuous and coinvex stochastic optimization, which is the problem of finding the zero of the gradient function. We propose a family of retrospective approximation algorithms that numerically solve a sequence of sample-path equations with increasing sample sizes. Algorithms in the family differ by the choice of several parameters including the deterministic root-finding method, sample sizes, the stopping rule of the numerical search, the point estimator, and the stopping rule of the entire algorithm. Under weak conditions, retrospective approximation converges. We also propose a simple version of the family: bounding rletrospective approximation. Generaluse algorithm parameter values are suggested. In our empirical comparison with the classical approach of stochastic approximation, bounding retrospective approximation is more efficient and less sensitive to parameter values.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the stochastic root-finding problem (SRFP), which is to find the root I* of the equation g(z) = 'y, using only an unbiased estimator Y ( z ) of g(z). Such problems arise in stochastic systems design: a; is the design parameter, g(z) is the corresponding system performance, Y (z) is the estimated performance obtained from a (simulation) experiment, and y is the desired system performance. We want to find the design value z* that gives the system performance y. Chen and Schmeiser (1994) discuss examples of the SRFP, as well as solution approaches.
To be more specific, we define the
Stochastic Root Finding Problem (SRFP):
Given:
(a) a constant vector y E Sd , 
%' , and g(z) = E [ Y (~) ]
for any z E 8'.
We are interested in algorithms that do not use the structure (of the root-finding function g, but rather only the computer procedure in (b). Evaluating g numerically may be possible, but computationally expensive. The computer procedure, however, conducts a simulation experiment that mimics the stochastic system to obtain an unbiased estimate of g. Although SRFPs are defined in multiple dimensions, we consider here only problems in one dimension, i.e., d = 1.
There are two approaches to solving the SRFPprospective and retrospective. A prospective algorithm explores the set of feasible solutions 2 to look for the root z*, much like a prospector searches for gold: a spot is chosen for exploration because good results are foreseen. A classical prospective algorithm is stochastic approximation, first proposed by Robbins and Monro (1951) . (See Section 4.1.) Chen and Schmeiser (1994) propose a more-general framework of prospective algorithms that iteratively update root candidates based on the entire history. They discuss three specific approaches within the framework.
Rather than looking to the future, a retrospective algorithm looks to the past. A saniple-path approximation to the real problem is generated, and the root to this existing problem is sought. As its sample size grows larger, the sample-path approximation is more precise and hence its root produces an approximation t80 the true root z*.
Chen and Schmeiser
We propose a subclass of retrospective algorithms, called retrospective approxamation [RA) , which iteratively solve a sequence of sample-path approximation problems with increasing sample sizes. A solution satisfying an error tolerance is obtained for each sample-path approximation; the root estimator is then a function of those solutions. Under proper conditions, this estimator converges to the true root.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 defines the family of retrospective approximation algorithms. Related literature and RA's convergence are discussed. In Section 3 , we propose a simple version of the family, bounding retrospective approximation. In Section 4, we empirically compare the efficiencies of our bounding retrospective approximation and Robbins and Monro's stochastic approximation algorithms.
R E T R O S P E C T I V E A P P R O X I M A T I O N
IIere we propose a family of retrospective approximation algorithms for the SRFP: finding x* satisfying g(z*) = y using no more than a computer program that gives an unbiased estimate y(z) of the system performance g(z). We define RA in Section 2.1, which is followed by the review of related literature in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we discuss RA's consistency.
Definition of R A
RA iteratively solves a sequence of sainple-path approximation problems. Solutions of these approximation problems are computed by a deterministic rootfinding method. The root estimator is then a function of those solutions. Before stating the RA logic, we discuss the sample-path approximation.
Let F,(y) = Pr{Y(z) 5 y}, the distribut-ion function of Y ( c ) . Since Y ( z ) is an unbiased estimator of g(z), the root-finding equation g(z*) = y can be rewritten as
Since the left-hand side of Equation (1) is unlmown, a sample-path approximation of Equation (1) The choice of F, which is the user's, affects RA efficiency. The least efficient choice is to let the U'S be the initial random-number seed, which is always independent of z. The most efficient choice is to include in F all random values that are not a function of x. The efficiency of RA depends on the choice of F because to solve the sample-path equation, the sample g is generated only once but y(c,g) may be computed for many z's. (See Chen, 1994, p. 
34.)
RA, stated below, iteratively solves a sequence of sample-path equations
where jj(x,g>) = C,"=l, y(z,uj) /mi, and gt = (w1, ..., wmt} is generated independently for each i. 
5.
Initialize i = 0.
Independently generate g i = {WI, ..., una,}.
Solve Equation ( 
Related L i t e r a t u r e
Literature rela1,ed to RA includes hl-estimators and retrospective approaches for stochastic optimization. We briefly discuss both. See Chen (1994, Section 5.2.2) for more discussion.
The retrospective root Xf satisfying Equation ( P z )
is an M-estimator, as proposed by Huber (1964) . M-estimators (are used with finite samples to estimate a distribution property, e.g., the location or scale parameter. The estimate y(z,w) is chosen so that y(z*, w ) satisfies the root-finding equation (P), and a better choice of y leads to a more robust RIestimator. In the SRFP, however, y(z,w) is a userprovided sampling routine that is made available to the RA algorithm. Convergence of RA requires the convergence of X : (Section 2.3). Serfling (1980) discusses the consistency of the M-estimator.
A problem related to the SRFP is stochastic optimization, finding the optimal point x* of an objective function that can only be estimated. IIealy and Schruben (l9!Jl), Robinson (1994) , and Rubinstein and Shapiro (1993) discuss retrospective methods for stochastic optimization.
The emphasis of both the 14-estimator and the stochastic-optimization literature is on sainple-path behavior as m increases, an important component of our algorithms where multiple sample paths are considered with increasing values of m. They assume, however, that the sample-path equations can be solved exactly, whereas we assume that the samplepath roots need to be approximated because the sample-path function is intractable. In Case (i), RA solves only one sample-path equation ( P ) : y( X * , g ) = y. The root estimator X is computed within E precision of the retrospective root X*. Since X is an approximation of X*, convergence of X includes two parts: (1) X* converges to z* with probability one (w.p.l), and then (2) X converges to x* w.p.1. If g ( x , g ) is a consistent estimate of g(c) and other conditions hold, then the sample-path function converges to g as m goes to infinit,y. Hence, the retrospective root X * converges to x* and yields the first convergence. The second convergence requires that the absolute numerical error ( X -X*I goes to zero, i.e., the deterministic rootfinding method guarantees convergence and the error tolerance goes to zero.
Consistency
In Case (ii), RA solves a sequence of equations 
g(x, gi).
If (GiJ -y)(gi,u -7 ) > 0 , let the iterate and step size: In our implementation, for reasons discussed in Chen (1994, Section 7.1), we set the initial parameter values to be 20 = 1, ml = 2, c1 = 2, 61 = and c2 = 1. A Fortran implementation is in Chen (1994, Appendix B) .
Convergence of Bounding RA is not guaranteed because parameter type (iii) results in an infinite error tolerance €, for i >_ 1. Chen (1994, Section 7 .2) discusses a modification of Bounding RA that guarantees convergence; this modified algorithm is more complex, however. The rationale of Bounding RA is our assumption, and the suggestion from empirical evidence, that as the retrospective iteration number i increases, the bounding interval becomes smaller. Since the samplepath function y(.,gZ) is nearly linear in small intervals, one-step linear interpolation is sufficient for the numerical search. Our empirical results show that, for a large i, the numerical search in the modified Bounding RA usually reaches the error tolerance after the first linear interpolation. IIence, we suspect that taking more linear interpolations is not necessary even for the first few retrospective iterations. Therefore, we propose the heuristic Bounding RA algorithm for simplicity. Our empirical results in Section 4 show that Bounding RA performs well in a real-time application.
in Section 4.1. The Monte Carlo experiments consider a tolerance-,constant SRFP, as described in Section 4.2. We evaluate Bounding RA and CSA based on the finite-sample convergence speed, as discussed in Section 4.3.
Our empirical results show that, despite the lack of guaranteed convergence, Bounding RA converges quickly for a large range of parameter values. CSA guarantees convergence, but the practical convergence speed strongly depends on parameter values. Robbins and hlonro (1951) propose classical stochastic approximation (CSA), which iteratively estimates 2* by the formula
Classical Stochastic A p p r o x i m a t i o n
where Xo is an arbitrary initial guess of z*,
..., Y,(z)} given 2 is a sample from the distribution F,, and { a i ) z o is a predetermined sequence of positive constants satisfying a, = 00 and limi-+m ai = 0. Under weak conditions on g and the y ' s , the sequence {Xi} converges to %* with probability one. The step-size sequence { a : } minimizing the asymptotic variance is a: = 1, and a: = [ig'(z*)]-',i = 1, ... (Sacks, 1958 , Venter, 1967 . Then f i ( X i -z*) is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance
IIowever, a; is usually unknown becau,se I* and the first derivative g' are unknown. There are several modifications (Andradbttir, 1991 , Kushner and Clark, 1978 , Ljung, Pflug, and Walk, 1992 , iVasan, 1969 , but as the modifications become more sophisticated, the algorithms tend to have more parameters. Few guidelines exist for choosing these parameter values. Hence Section 4.3 uses CSA for comparison.
A Tolerancc-Constant E x a m p l e
The special case of the SRFP that motivated this research is Tliiokol Corporation's need to find a guaranteed-coverage tolerance constant I* for a nonnormal continuous distribution Fw with known shape but unknown mean and variance. (See Chen and Schmeiser, 1993, 1994 .) Let W1, ..., W, be a random sample from the distribution F w ; let I@ and S2 be the corresponding sample mean and sample variance (with denominator n -1) . The a-coverage and yconfidence tolerance constant z* satisfies g(z*) = 7 , where and a , y E ( 0 , l ) . That is, if a tolerance interval [@'-z*S, CO) is built, then with 7 confidence the tolerance interval contains population-coverage at least Q.
Given n , a , y, and tlie distribution shape, we want to find z*. For this root-finding problem, numerical evaluation of s(.), a (n + 1)-dimensional integral, would be inefficient. Nevertheless, we can estimate g(z) by a (user-provided) unbiased estimator Y ( I ) = I { Prw{W 2 w -z S} 2 a } , where I ( A ) = 1 if A is true and I ( A ) = 0, otherwise.
Empirical Results
We empirically compare the convergence speed of CSA and Bounding RA. Our empirical results show that CSA suffers slow convergence for finite sample sizes unless the parameter values are chosen magically. (Also see Fu and IIealy, 1992.) Bounding RA seems to converge quickly with the speed O ( N -l l 2 ) and the asymptotic variance ku2, where N is the cumulative number of estimates y generated, k is the average number of function (jj) evaluations to find bounds for the limiting sample-path equation, and u2 is the asymptotic variance of CSA. Although k 2 2, because finding bounds takes at least two function evaluations, Bounding RA usually reaches asymptotic efficiency faster than CSA in our empirical results.
The simulation experiment is designed as follows. The parameter values of the tolerance-constant problem are sample size n = 5, minimum coverage a = .5, normal population, and confidence y = .9, for which z* = .68567 and u2 = 1.29. Furthermore, the (user-provided) random w is set to random-number seeds, which is the least efficient. (See Chen, 1994, Section 8.1). The two design points for CSA are C O E (z*, N ( z * , 1)) each with the asymptotically optimal step size { a t } (available because z* and g' are known for this experimental example) and the approximately optimal sample size (obtained from experiments). The two design points for Bounding RA are .TO E { N ( z * , l), N ( I * , lo')} each with tlie default values of parameters m l , c1, 61, and ca.
The performance measure for comparison is "E(work x error)". We use N to measure the computational work because of w being random-number seeds; we use "MSE = squared error of the root estimate using N observations" to measure the error. If the algorithm converges, N x MSE goes to the asymptotic variance as N goes to infinity. Figure 1 . JVe see that CSA converges immediately to its asymptotic variance 0' (Recall that c2 = 1.29) when the initial point is the true root z* and the sample size is large. This magic situation usually does not happen in practice. Figure 3 also shows that Bounding RA has an asymptotic variance a bit more than twice as big as that of CSA. Each iteration of Bounding RA requires a bit more than two function evaluations, because at least two are required to bound the root. Hence, we speculate that if Bounding RA converges, its asymptotic variance is IC times as large as CSA's asymptotic variance. 
